
TYPE OF USE

MOTUL® DPF JET CLEAN is a ready to use DPF cleaning agent designed to be used in all types of Diesel engines with

DPF (Diesel Particulate Filter), with or without SCR (Selective Catalyst Reduction) system.

MOTUL® DPF JET CLEAN is based on active high-efficient ingredients to dissolve soot and contaminants located in the

Diesel Particulate Filter and regenerates its full functionality.

Part of the Motul Performance Service products offer, MOTUL® DPF JET CLEAN must be used exclusively with the Motul

DPF Machine or Motul Inject 3in1 automated engine cleaning machine.

Regular use of MOTUL® DPF JET CLEAN helps to maintain the Diesel Particulate Filter clean for long lifetime duration of

DPF and avoids expensive repair works.

Provides a clear cost benefit compared to the installation of a new DPF.

For use in all Diesel engines with DPF and suitable for all kind of Diesel fuels

PERFORMANCES

MOTUL® DPF JET CLEAN restores the original engine power and performance. Improves drivability and reduces fuel

consumption and pollutants exhaust gas emissions.

A clean DPF system is a necessary condition for an effective engine functioning. MOTUL® DPF JET CLEAN improves

DPF cleanliness, its high-performance agents allows:

•Faster and more efficient cleaning of the DPF

•Maintenance of the cleanliness of the DPF

•Increased reliability

The use of MOTUL® DPF JET CLEAN will ensure:

•Improved engine performance and driving pleasure 

•Increased power: improved start-up, idling and acceleration

•Reduced fuel consumption and pollutant emissions at the exhaust

MOTUL DPF JET CLEAN

Motul Performance Service additive
Cleaner for Diesel DPF
Diesel DPF cleaning agent – Ready to use

We retain the right to modify the general characteristics of our products in order to offer to our customers the latest technical development.

Product specifications are definitive from the order which is subject to our general conditions of sale and warranty.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

For proper application follow exclusively the instructions of Motul DPF Machine or Motul Inject 3in1.

One bottle of MOTUL® DPF JET CLEAN is enough for one application.

Ready to use formulation. Pour directly 1 bottle into Motul DPF Machine or Motul Inject 3in1.

Follow the instructions of the machine.

Product works during operation. Avoid overdosing.

Do not exceed the recommended proportion. Repeat cleaning procedure if necessary.

Dangerous. Observe the precautions for use.

To maintain the benefits of DPF cleaning, use regularly the Diesel fuel additive MOTUL® DPF CLEAN every 5000 km /

3000 miles for optimal performance.
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